Fatima Omar Khamissa
Speaker . Author . Coach
I'm glad we’ve met! I’m Fatima and I am a Possibilities and
a Success Coach. I am here to shine light on all the
possibilities and to be your “believing eyes” and your guide
for your life, your family, and your business.
There comes a time in your life that no matter how hard it
is to change, it’s harder to stay in a rut. No matter how
scared you are of the unknown, you just cannot leave
things like this because something inside of you is dying.

Empowering Women to be
Rich, Happy and Spiritual

Transformation
awaits you.
Call or email today for
your NO CHARGE initial
coaching consultation

I know, because I was there too.
Life was not always so easy and fabulous for me. I use my
experience of pain and hardship as a springboard to help
myself change my life. I am here to help you unleash that
incredible woman that is already inside of you. I am very
passionate about giving women more choices to have
more freedom, more time, and more money because I
know that’s what the world needs.
Welcome to my world! Love, Fatima

Hire Fatima for
Keynotes,
Workshops,
Coaching and
Consulting
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Here are just some of the things you will learn as
my client:












How to recognize limiting beliefs that are
perpetuating undesired results and update them to
create desired results
Techniques to use your mind in a way that serves
you so that you become your own coach rather
than critic
Strategies for identifying patterns that are keeping
you stuck and new behavior that will support you
in building momentum
How to heal issues from your past so that you can
move forward in healthier ways
Communication skills that will change your
personal and professional relationships
Social media techniques to keep your business in
check
Self-care to support your physical health and
overall well-being
Spiritual practices to deepen your connection to a
Higher Power

Are you ready and willing to transform your experience?
Are you ready to heal your past, accept your present and
create the future of your dreams? Are you worthy of
having a non-judgemental supportive person in YOUR
CORNER?
If yes, I look forward to working with you as your coach.
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“I believe that every
women has the right to be
rich, happy and spiritual”
Fatima Omar Khamissa

Fatima has helped me to go to the
deepest point of the challenge and face
it and solve it in a positive way to have a
happier life. I want to say a BIG Thank
you!
Aishah (Toronto)
I feel like I am on top of the world. I have
never felt this much in control of my life.
You are the BEST THING THAT EVER
HAPPENED TO ME!!! I’m truly honoured
to know you. I am grateful. I love you!!!
Mayada (UAE)
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Who is Fatima?
Fatima Omar Khamissa is the CEO and founder of
Spiritual Biz Moms, a company focused on
empowering women through the inner-game of
success.
Fatima left an abusive marriage after 21 years,
taking with her five children, one of whom has
cerebral palsy. She used this transformational
journey as a springboard to create change in her
own life. As an international speaker, life coach and
trainer, Fatima focuses on helping women be more
radiant and ravishing while they grow their
businesses without sacrificing their values.
Fatima is widely known for her trainings,
workshops, and seminars on work-life balance,
women’s empowerment, raising spiritual families,
being a Muslim in the west, love and life after
abuse
and
divorce,
positive
mindset,
entrepreneurship, monetizing your mission, raising
a child with special needs, God conscious
relationships,
and
overcoming
adversity.
Fatima's peers nominated her for the prestigious
Leading Women in Communities Award.
To wow, inspire and motivate your audience at
your next event, be sure to hire Fatima to speak!
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Spiritual Biz Moms
6-14845 Yonge Street
Suite 110, Aurora, ON
L4G 6H8 CANADA
Facebook: Fatima Omar Khamissa
Twitter: fatimakhamissa
Phone: 1800-808-8694
Email: info@fatimaomarkhamissa.com
Website: fatimaomarkhamissa.com

JOIN THE SECRET
STRENGTH MOVEMENT
Help us give away ONE MILLION
BOOKS to women locally and
globally who need to be educated,
empowered and enlightened
Send an email to info@fatimaomarkhamissa.com to enquire about sponsorship

